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Abstract

Entities play an essential role in understanding textual documents, regardless of whether the documents are short, such as tweets, or long, such as news articles. In short textual documents, all entities mentioned are usually considered equally important because of the limited amount of information. In long textual documents, however, not all entities are equally important: some are salient and others are not. Traditional entity topic models (ETMs) focus on ways to incorporate entity information into topic models to better explain the generative process of documents. However, entities are usually treated equally, without considering whether they are salient or not. In this work, we propose a novel ETM, Salient Entity Topic Model, to take salient entities into consideration in the document generation process. In particular, we model salient entities as a source of topics used to generate words in documents, in addition to the topic distribution of documents used in traditional topic models. Qualitative and quantitative analysis is performed on the proposed model. Application to entity salience detection demonstrates the effectiveness of our model compared to the state-of-the-art topic model baselines.
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1. Introduction

The importance of entities has been well recognized in domains as diverse as data mining (Shen et al. 2013), knowledge representation (Xie et al. 2016), language technology (Levit et al. 2014), and information retrieval (Balog 2018). Downstream applications in the aforementioned domains have benefited from modeling entities as vital sources of information in the generative process of documents. This has led to the development of a range of entity topic models (ETMs), with entities either treated as external labels of documents (Rosen-Zvi et al. 2004) or observed variables (Erosheva, Fienberg, and Lafferty 2004). For example, the Author Topic Model (ATM) (Rosen-Zvi et al. 2004) assumes a topic distribution for each author, representing the research interest of authors. To generate a word in a document, an author is selected and a topic is sampled from the topic distribution of the author, before sampling a word from the topic distribution of the selected topic. In contrast, entities can be viewed as observed variables different from words in documents. For example, Link-LDA (LLDA) (Erosheva et al. 2004) models references of papers as observed variables to model the generation of academic articles.

One limitation of existing ETMs is that none of them takes the salience of entities into account. Entity salience reflects the importance of an entity for a particular document. Entity salience can be characterized by local scoping and invariable perception (Gamon et al. 2013). Research about entity salience in web pages shows that fewer than 5% of the entities mentioned on a web page are salient for the page (Gamon et al. 2013). Intuitively, salient entities should play a more important role in the process of generating documents than non-salient entities.
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In this work, we propose a novel topic model, Salient Entity Topic Model (SETM), that models salient entities in the generative process of documents. We model the generative process as a three-step procedure: (1) sample a topic distribution for a document from a Dirichlet prior; (2) sample salient entities using the topic distribution of the document; and (3) sample words from the joint topic distribution combined from document topic distribution and salient entity topic distributions. The advantage of Salient Entity Topic Model (SETM) is that it models the mutual reinforcement between topics and entity salience. For example, if an entity is likely to be salient under a given topic, it will not only have higher probability to show up in documents around this topic, but also have higher probability to be generated as a salient entity. Another advantage of SETM is that if an entity $e_a$ is salient in document $d_a$ and document $d_b$ is semantically similar to $d_a$, then an entity $e_b$ (in $d_b$) that is similar to $e_a$ is likely to be salient in $d_b$.

The assumption behind our model is that stories are built upon a story line (topic) and a set of main characters in the story (salient entities). Imagine that a news reporter is writing a news article about a specific story. The primary thing under consideration is what the document is about, and which is modeled by the topic distribution of the document. The second thing is which entities are salient entities in the story described in the document. And finally, other words and entities are added to the document to complete the story.

Experiments on a publicly available dataset show that our model better explains and models the generative process of documents, outperforming state-of-the-art methods. Both a qualitative and quantitative analysis is performed to demonstrate that by taking salient entities of documents into consideration, our model is better than similar models. The code of our work is published at Github.a

The main contributions of this work are as follows:

1. We propose a novel Salient Entity Topic Model (SETM) to model the generation of documents.
2. We derive a Gibbs sampling algorithm for parameter estimation.
3. We demonstrate the effectiveness of SETM to model text by performing both a qualitative and a quantitative analysis.

2. Related work

Topic models have been widely used in text analysis. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei, Ng, and Jordan 2003) models each document as a mixture of topics and automatically generates summaries of topics in terms of a multinomial distribution over words. The original LDA has been extended in a wide variety of directions. Recent topic model extensions are either designed for specific tasks, such as multi-label classification (Li, Ouyang, and Zhou 2015a,b) and opinion mining (Wang, Chen, and Liu 2016), or particular kinds of texts, such as short texts (Zhang, Mao, and Zeng 2016; Bicalho et al. 2017; Qiu and Shen 2017; Li et al. 2018).

On the other hand, the notion of entity salience is attracting more attention (Gamon et al. 2013; Tran et al. 2015; Escoter et al. 2017; Xiong et al. 2018). Gamon et al. (2013) propose the task of identifying salient entities on web pages. Tran et al. (2015) take entity salience into consideration in ranking entities for summarization of high-impact events. Escoter et al. (2017) group business news stories based on the salience of named entities. Xiong et al. (2018) propose a Kernel Entity Salience Model to better estimate entity salience in documents so as to improve text understanding and retrieval.

In this work we extend it by considering salient entities in modeling the generative process of documents. In this context, there are three branches of closely related work, such as entities as sources, entities as observed variables, and entities as entity topics. Below, we first summarize
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*ahttps://github.com/setm2nle/salient-entity-topic-model.
these three types of related work and clarify the differences between our model and the previous work. Then, we discuss related work on topic labeling and clarify their difference with our work.

2.1 Entities as source of information

In some scenarios, entities represent an external source of information that generates documents. For example, the Author Model (AM) (McCallum 1999) models document content and its authors' interests, where each author (that corresponds to an external entity) corresponds to one topic. To generate a word, an author \( z \) is sampled uniformly from a set of authors of the document, and then a word \( w \) is generated by sampling from an author-word multinomial distribution. The ATM (Rosen-Zvi et al. 2004) extends AM by introducing a topical layer between authors and words. An author's interests are modeled with a mixture of topics. Each document is associated with a set of observed authors. To generate a word, an author \( x \) is chosen uniformly from this set, then a topic is selected from the topic distribution of author \( x \), and then a word is generated by sampling from a topic-specific multinomial distribution over words. The Author Recipient Topic Model (ARTM) (McCallum, Corrada-Emmanuel, and Wang 2005) takes the recipient of messages into account. In ARTM, recipients of a message are also considered as authors of the message, and contribute to the generation of a particular message.

In all the previous models, authors/entities are external labels, such as senders or recipients of messages. Similarly, we also consider salient entities as a source of information to generate documents. The distinguishing feature of our model is that we use entities that are both observed and salient in documents to model the sources of information. This distinction is important because unlike authors as external labels of documents, salient entities can serve as external labels and as representations of the content of documents at the same time. Hence, we hypothesize that salient entities capture more of the available information.

2.2 Entities as observed variables

Entities are different semantic units from words, and hence they should be modeled as a special kind of observed variable. LLDA (Erosheva et al. 2004) models the generation of academic articles. In academic articles, references of papers can be viewed as entities. In the document generation process of LLDA, a topic distribution is sampled from a Dirichlet prior in the same way as in LDA. Then, a topic is sampled from the topic distribution of the document, and a word or entity is sampled from the topic-word or topic-entity distribution. To better model the correlation between words and entities, CorrLDA2 (Newman, Chemudugunta, and Smyth 2006) models word topics and entity topics separately, where word (entity) topics are used to generate words (entities). In the generative process, words are generated first, and then entity topics are sampled uniformly from all sampled word topics. Some authors propose an ETM for entity linking (Han and Sun 2012); though it also considers entities in topic modeling, it is designed for entity linking, thus not directly comparable with our model.

In our work, we propose two variants of a topic model: one models words and entities with a single observed variable, while the other uses two observed variables to distinguish entities from words. The advantage of our model lies in the fact that we do not only consider entities as part of observed variables, but also incorporate entity salience information in the document generation process. In this way, our model can make the best use of available entity (salience) information.

2.3 Entities as entity topics

Entities can also be treated as special topics and contribute to the generation of documents together with general topics. For example, the ETM (Kim et al. 2012) learns the topical nature of entities. Similar to topics, entities are represented by a multinomial distribution over words.
For each document, a topic distribution is drawn from a Dirichlet prior and a joint multinomial distribution over words $\Phi$ is obtained by linearly combining entities and topics of a document. To generate a word, a topic is sampled from $\Phi$ and a word is sampled from the topic word distribution. Though ETM seems to be a valid baseline for our work, it is not applicable because of scalability issues. It is applicable to short texts with few entities, such as abstracts of academic papers or small collections of news articles but not for long web documents. In contrast, the models that we propose do scale to large documents.

Another disadvantage of ETM is that it treats all entities equally, while in reality, salient entities are more important than non-salient entities. Compared to ETM, our model only introduces salient entities into the document generation process, which is more realistic.

### 2.4 Topic modeling versus topic labeling

Existing work on topic modeling can be roughly classified into two categories. The first category proposes novel topic models for resolving particular applications, such as document classification (Rubin et al. 2012), entity linking (Kataria et al. 2011; Han and Sun 2012), and question answering (Ji et al. 2012).

The second category focuses on improving topic modeling by incorporating new information. Kim et al. (2012) propose an ETM for mining documents associated with entities. Xu et al. (2017) incorporate Wikipedia concepts and categories into topic models. Andrzejewski, Zhu, and Craven (2009) incorporate domain knowledge into topic modeling and conducts qualitative analysis on both synthetic and real world dataset. These works explore a new paradigm of improving over existing topic models, rather than solving a particular important downstream application. Our work aligns to this category.

Topic labeling, on the other hand, is to make topic representations learned by topic models more interpretable. Topics are conventionally represented by their top N words or terms (Blei et al. 2003; Griffiths and Steyvers 2004). Recent work on topic labeling proposes to label topics using phrases (Lau et al. 2011), structured knowledge base data (Hulpus et al. 2013), entities (Lauscher et al. 2016), and even images (Aletras and Mittal 2017). Compared to topic labeling, which label topics mined by topic models, our work is focused on improving topic model itself by incorporating entity saliency.

### 3. Salient entity topic model

#### 3.1 Overview

We present two variants of the Salient Entity Topic Model (SETM), such as SETM-Word-Only (SETM-WO) and SETM-Word-and-Entity (SETM-WE). SETM-WO is a simplified version of SETM-WE, where documents are represented by a bag of words and a bag of entities. The reason to have two variants is two-fold. First, we want to understand the effect of differentiating between words and entities as observed variables, if any. Second, there may be situations that such a separation provides flexibility; for instance, in academic articles, references can be viewed as entities, and hence considered separately from words, while in news articles, words and entities can be mixed together because they appear in the same context.

In what follows we focus on SETM-WE; SETM-WO can be considered to be a simplified version of SETM-WE and it is described only when this simplification affects the proposed algorithms.

The input used to train SETM-WE is a collection of documents, which consist of a bag of words and a bag of entities. An entity is a real world thing that has a corresponding entry in a knowledge base and is represented by a unique identifier. An entity can have multiple surface forms, which could be a unigram or n-gram. Entities are recognized by entity linking tools and this preprocessing step is not considered in our work. In other words, we take recognized entities as inputs. Each entity in a document has a binary label indicating whether the entity is salient or not.
Formally, a document \( d \) is represented by a word vector \( N_d \), where each \( w_{d,i} \in N_d \) is chosen from the vocabulary of words \( W \), and an entity vector \( E_d \), where each \( e_{d,j} \) is chosen from the vocabulary of entities \( E \). Since we have salience labels for each entity, we have the set of salient entities in \( d \), denoted as \( S_d \). The goal is to discover word patterns of topics, and learn topic distributions of documents and entities. The notation used in the paper is summarized in Table 1.

After model training, we need to infer the topic distribution of a newly incoming document using SETM. However, we might not have salience labels for new-coming documents. This is similar to the scenario considered by Labeled LDA (Ramage et al. 2009). We adopt their strategy and perform inference by assuming that no entity is salient in the document.

### 3.2 The SETM model

Graphical representations of SETM-WO and SETM-WE are shown in Figure 1(a) and (b), respectively. A detailed explanation follows.

#### 3.2.1 Hypotheses

The main hypotheses of our model are: (1) salient entities are derived from the topics of a document; and (2) salient entities themselves affect the generation of words and other entities in a document. The intuition behind the first hypothesis is that the topics of a document are
decided before choosing salient entities. When composing a story in an article, one first has some abstract story line indicating the main theme of the story. For example, to write a news report on a football game, one first decides the topics, for example, sports, and then adds teams, players, and their interactions. The second hypothesis comes from the fact that non-salient entities may have some connection to salient entities, but they are loosely related to the theme of the document. For example, in the news item *Liberia: Former football striker George Weah wins presidential election*, b football club *Manchester City* is mentioned because the person of interest used to play for the club, though the club is not very important for this particular news article.

### Algorithm 1 Generative Process of the SETM-WE Model.

1. **for each** topic $k$ **do**
   2. Draw $\phi_k \sim \text{Dir}(\beta)$
   3. Draw $\varphi_k \sim \text{Dir}(\gamma)$
   4. Draw $\psi_k \sim \text{Dir}(\delta)$
   5. **end for**

6. **for each** entity $e$ **do**
7. Draw $\rho_e \sim \text{Dir}(\sigma)$
8. **end for**

9. **for each** document $d$ **do**
10. Draw $\theta_d \sim \text{Dir}(\alpha)$
11. **for each** salient entity $s \in S_d$ **do**
12. Draw topic $u \sim \theta_d$
13. Draw salient entity $s \sim \phi_u$
14. **end for**
15. Obtain $\Phi_d = \lambda \theta_d + (1 - \lambda) \sum_{s \in S_d} \rho_s$
16. **for each** entity $e$ **do**
17. Draw topic $z \sim \Phi_d$
18. Draw entity $e \sim \varphi_z$
19. **end for**
20. **for each** word $w$ **do**
21. Draw topic $y \sim \Phi_d$
22. Draw word $w \sim \psi_y$
23. **end for**
24. **end for**

#### 3.2.2 Generative process

The generative process is shown in Algorithm 1. For each topic $k$, a topic salient entity distribution $\phi_k$, a topic entity distribution $\psi_k$ and topic word distribution $\varphi_k$ are drawn from a Dirichlet prior with parameters $\beta, \delta$ and $\gamma$, respectively. For each document $d$, a multinomial distribution $\theta_d$ over topics is drawn from a Dirichlet prior with parameter $\alpha$. Then, each salient entity $s \in S_d$ in the document is generated by first sampling a topic $u$ from $\theta$ and then drawn from the topic salient entity distribution $\phi_u$. To generate words and observed entities in document $d$, a joint topic distribution $\Phi$ is obtained by combining $\theta_d$ and the topic distribution of all salient entities of the document $\rho_s$ ($s \in S_d$). Finally, words (or entities) are generated by first sampling a topic $y$ ($z$), and then sampling a word (or an entity) from the topic word (or entity) distribution $\psi$ ($\varphi$).

---

Note that $\phi$ and $\rho$ are obtained from the same matrix, while from different perspective. $\phi$ is a matrix with size $K \times V_E$. From a row viewpoint, it is a list of topics ($\phi_k$), with each topic represented by a multinomial distribution over entities. When viewed from a column perspective, it is a list of entities, with each entity represented by a topic distribution ($\rho_e$).

One could also assume a switch distribution after $\Phi$ is derived, which is used to generate either words or entities. A similar switch distribution can be found in Switch LDA (Newman et al. 2006), as illustrated by the Binomial($\phi_e$). However, we do not consider switch distribution in our model for the following reasons. First, we want to keep the flexibility of our model, so that it is still valid in cases where there is no direct connection between words and entities. For example, when analyzing scientific publications, documents (papers) are represented by bag of words in abstracts and list of references of papers. In this case, it is inappropriate to have the switch probability since words in abstracts are very different from references. Second, given our model and the extension from CI-LDA to Switch LDA, we consider it straightforward to extend our model by taking the switch distribution into account when necessary.

4. Model inference

Gibbs sampling is used for parameter estimation. Specifically, we repeatedly sample the topic assigned to each salient entity, word and entity in the document collection, given the topic assignment of the remaining salient entities, words, and entities, as well as the priors. The inference process for SETM is detailed first, followed by clarification of the difference between the inference process of SETM-WE and SETM-WO.

4.1 Inference of SETM-WE

4.1.1 Sampling salient entity topics $s$

The conditional posterior of assignment $u_i$ to the $i$-th salient entity in document $d$ is:

$$P(u_i = j | u_{-i}, s) \propto P(s_i | u_i = j, u_{-i}, s_{-i}) P(u_i = j | u_{-i}),$$ (1)

where $u_{-i}$ is the topic assignments of all salient entities except the $i$-th one. The first item on the right-hand side is a likelihood and the second is a prior.

For the first term in Equation 1, we have

$$P(s_i | u_i = j, u_{-i}, s_{-i}) \propto \int P(s_i | u_i = j, \phi^{(j)}) P(\phi^{(j)} | u_{-i}, s_{-i}) d\phi^{(j)},$$ (2)

where $\phi^{(j)}$ is the multinomial distribution over salient entities associated with topic $j$, and the integral is over all such distributions. We can obtain the rightmost item from Bayes’ rule

$$P(\phi^{(j)} | u_{-i}, s_{-i}) \propto P(s_{-i} | \phi^{(j)}, u_{-i}) P(\phi^{(j)}).$$ (3)

Since $P(\phi^{(j)})$ is Dirichlet($\beta$) and conjugate to $P(s_{-i} | \phi^{(j)}, u_{-i})$, the posterior distribution $P(\phi^{(j)} | u_{-i}, s_{-i})$ will be Dirichlet($\beta + n_{-ij}$), where $n_{-ij}$ is the number of instances of salient entity $s$ assigned to topic $j$, not including the current salient entity.

Since the first term on the right-hand side of Equation 2 is just $\phi^{(j)}_{s_i}$, we can complete the integral to obtain

$$P(s_i | u_i = j, u_{-i}, s_{-i}) = \frac{n_{-ij}^{(s_i)} + \beta}{n_{-ij}^{(s_i)} + V \beta},$$ (4)

where $n_{-ij}^{(s_i)}$ is the total number of salient entities assigned to topic $j$, not including the current one.
For the second item in Equation 1, we have

\[ P(u_i = j | u_{-i}) = \int P(u_i = j | \theta_d) P(\theta_d | u_{-i}) d\Phi_d \]

\[ = \frac{n^{(d, s_i)}_{-i,j} + \alpha}{n^{(d, s_i)}_{-i,j} + K\alpha}, \tag{5} \]

where \( \theta_d \) is the topic distribution of document \( d \), \( n^{(d, s_i)}_{-i,j} \) is the number of times salient entities from document \( d_i \) assigned to topic \( j \) except the current salient entity, and \( n^{(d, s_i)}_{-i} \) is the total number of salient entities in document \( d_i \) except the current one.

Putting together the results in Equations 4 and 5, we obtain the conditional probability

\[ P(u_i = j | u_{-i}, s) \propto \frac{n^{(s_i)}_{-i,j} + \beta}{n^{(s_i)}_{-i,j} + V_s \beta} \frac{n^{(d_i, s_i)}_{-i,j} + \alpha}{n^{(d_i, s_i)}_{-i,j} + K\alpha}. \tag{6} \]

### 4.1.2 Sampling word topics \( y \)

The conditional posterior of assignment \( y_i \) to the \( i \)-th word in document \( d \) is:

\[ P(y_i = j | y_{-i}, w) \propto P(w_i | y_i = j, y_{-i}, w_{-i}) P(y_i = j | y_{-i}), \tag{7} \]

where \( y_{-i} \) is the topic assignments of all words except the \( i \)-th one. The first item on the right-hand side is a likelihood and the second is a prior. By following a similar line of reasoning as from Equations (2) to (4), we have

\[ P(w_i | y_i = j, y_{-i}, w_{-i}) = \frac{n^{(w_i)}_{-i,j} + \gamma}{n^{(w_i)}_{-i,j} + V_w \gamma}. \tag{8} \]

For the second item in Equation (7), by integrating over the multinomial distribution over topics for the document from which \( w_i \) is drawn, specified by \( \Phi_d \), we obtain

\[ P(y_i = j | y_{-i}) = \int P(y_i = j | \Phi_d) P(\Phi_d | y_{-i}) d\Phi_d, \tag{9} \]

where \( \Phi_d \) is a combination of the document and salient entities in the document. In particular, the influence of the topic distribution of the document is weighted by \( \lambda \) compared with the influence from salient entities, and the topic distribution of salient entities is equally weighted. Finally, we have \( \Phi_d \) represented as

\[ \Phi_d = \lambda \theta_d + (1 - \lambda) \frac{1}{|S_d|} \sum_{s \in S_d} \rho_s. \]

Since \( P(\theta_d) \) and \( P(\rho_s) \) are Dirichlet priors \( \text{Dir}(\alpha) \) and \( \text{Dir}(\sigma) \), the prior distribution \( P(\Phi_i) \) is \( \lambda \alpha + (1 - \lambda) \sigma \). Since \( \Phi_d \) is conjugate to the likelihood function (the first item in Equation 9), the posterior distribution in Equation (9) is as follows:

\[ \text{Dir}(\lambda \alpha + (1 - \lambda) \sigma + \lambda n^{(d_i, w_i)}_{-i,j} + (1 - \lambda) \frac{1}{|S_d|} \sum_{s \in S_d} n^s_{-i,j}), \]

where \( n^{(d_i, w_i)}_{-i,j} \) is the number of words assigned to topic \( j \) in document \( d_i \) except the current instance, and \( n^s_{-i,j} \) is the number of instances of salient entity \( s \) assigned to topic \( j \) except the current
instance. Then by Dirichlet-multinomial conjugate, we have

\[ P(y_i = j|y_{-i}) = \frac{\lambda \alpha + (1 - \lambda) \sigma + \lambda n_{-i,j}^{(d_{i}, w_i)} + (1 - \lambda)(\frac{1}{|S_{d_i}|} \sum_{s \in S_{d_i}} n_{-i,j}^s)}{K(\lambda \alpha + (1 - \lambda) \sigma) + \lambda n_{-i,j}^{(d_{i}, w_i)} + (1 - \lambda)(\frac{1}{|S_{d_i}|} \sum_{s \in S_{d_i}} n_{-i,j}^s)}. \]  

(10)

4.1.3 Sampling entity topics \( z \)
The conditional posterior of assignment \( z_i \) to the \( i \)-th entity in document \( d \) is:

\[ P(z_i = j|z_{-i}, e) \propto P(e_i|z_i = j, z_{-i}, e_{-i})P(z_i = j|z_{-i}), \]  

(11)

where \( z_{-i} \) is the topic assignments of all entities except the \( i \)-th one. The first item on the right-hand side is a likelihood and the second is a prior.

By following a similar line of reasoning as from Equations (2) to (4), we have

\[ P(e_i|z_i = j, z_{-i}, e_{-i}) = \frac{n^{(e_i)}_{-i,j} + \delta}{n^{(i)}_{-i,j} + \delta + \nu_E}, \]  

(12)

where \( n^{(i)}_{-i,j} \) is the total number of entities assigned to topic \( j \), not including the current one.

By following the steps we followed to derive Equation (10) from Equation (9), we have

\[ P(z_i = j|z_{-i}) = \frac{\lambda \alpha + (1 - \lambda) \sigma + \lambda n_{-i,j}^{(d_{i}, e_i)} + (1 - \lambda)(\frac{1}{|S_{d_i}|} \sum_{s \in S_{d_i}} n_{-i,j}^s)}{K(\lambda \alpha + (1 - \lambda) \sigma) + \lambda n_{-i,j}^{(d_{i}, e_i)} + (1 - \lambda)(\frac{1}{|S_{d_i}|} \sum_{s \in S_{d_i}} n_{-i,j}^s)}. \]  

(13)

4.2 Inference of SETM-WO
The Gibbs sampling process for SETM-WO is similar to SETM-WE, except that there is no sampling process for entity topic assignments in SETM-WO. In other words, the process of sampling entity topics does not exist in the inference process for SETM-WO because entities are not distinguished from non-entity words in SETM-WO.

5. Experimental setup
In the remainder of the paper we address the following research questions: (RQ1) How does SETM compare to state-of-the-art ETMs in terms of perplexity? (RQ2) How does SETM perform in the task of entity salience detection? (RQ3) Why can SETM achieve better performance in distinguishing salient entities from non-salient entities?

5.1 Datasets
The dataset used in the experiments aimed at answering our research questions is the New York Times corpus, with salience annotations provided by Dunietz and Gillick (2014). We refer to this dataset as the NYT-Sal dataset. Annotations were automatically generated by aligning the entities in the abstract and the document and assuming that every entity occurring in the abstract is salient. The New York Times dataset consists of two partitions. Documents from 2003 to 2006 are used as the training set, while documents in 2007 are used as the test set. The number of documents in the training set and test set are 80,667 and 9,706, respectively. We further
split the training set into a smaller training set (80%) for model training and a validation set (20%) for parameter selection. The size of the word vocabulary is 621,724, including 189,480 entities.

To analyze the performance on different type of entities, we categorize entities based on their document frequency (DF) and salience. In particular, we define the salience percentage (SP) of an entity $e$, $sp_e = \frac{SDF_e}{DF_e}$, as the percentage of the documents in which entities appear and are labeled as salient, where $SDF_e$ is the number of documents in which entity $e$ is salient. The SP and the log of DF for each entity in the collection are shown as a scatter plot in Figure 2. We choose two threshold values to define high and low salience entities and high and low frequency entities. The lower and upper salience thresholds are set to 0.05 and 0.5 respectively, indicated by the red solid line $y = 0.05$ and the red dashed line $y = 0.05$. We define entities whose DF higher than 400 (approximately 5% of all training documents) or lower than 5 as head and tail entities respectively. The thresholds are indicated by the solid blue line $x = 1.6$ (ln(5) = 1.6) and the dashed blue line $x = 6$ (ln(400) = 6).

We consider entities that satisfy the following conditions as “torso” entities: (1) entities for which SP is above 0.05 and below 0.5; (2) entities for which DF is above 400 and below 5. In other words, torso entities fall into the square formed by the lines in Figure 2.

5.2 Intrinsic evaluation

The first type of evaluation we conduct is an intrinsic evaluation. We quantify the ability of the SETM to represent entities and documents better than baseline ETMs by computing the similarity between topically similar entities, and the similarity between topically similar documents. We further quantify the ability of the SETM to generate new documents by computing the perplexity of our model. Instead of analyzing all entities, we focus on entities that are neither highly frequent High Document Frequency (HDF) nor rare Low Document Frequency (LDF). This way, we avoid any possible bias introduced by head or tail entities. We want to perform analysis on entities with neither abundant nor limited information.

5.2.1 Entity-to-entity topical similarity

First, we test the ability of our topic model to produce an effective representation of entities compared to the baseline models. We make the assumption that two (“torso”) entities are topically similar if both entities are salient in more than 50% of the documents they co-occur. Out of all entity pairs, 141 fulfill this condition. We test our model against baseline models by computing
the cosine similarity of these entity pairs; the higher the computed similarity is, the better the topic model.

5.2.2 Document-to-document topical similarity
Second, we test the ability of our topic model to produce an effective representation of documents compared to baseline models. Given an entity $e$, we denote with $D^s_e$ the set of documents where entity $e$ is salient, and with $D^{ns}_e$ the set of documents where entity $e$ is not salient. To measure the topical coherence of a set of documents, we follow the definition of coherence score in Kulkarni et al. (2009), and define the topical coherence of a set of documents $D$ related to $e$ as

$$\text{topical-coherence}(e, D) = \sum_{m=2}^{D} \frac{1}{m-1} \sum_{l=1}^{m-1} \cos(d_m, d_l).$$

Our hypothesis is that the topical coherence calculated by using the document representations learned by the SETM will be higher than baseline models, which means that our learned document representations are better in capturing topical similarity. We use the set of 567 “torso” entities.

5.2.3 Model perplexity
Perplexity is a standard measure for estimating the performance of a probabilistic model. We evaluate SETM by estimating the perplexity of unseen held-out documents given a set of training documents. A better model will have a lower perplexity of held-out documents on average. We follow the perplexity definition in Blei et al. (2003). For a test set of $M$ documents, perplexity is defined as follows:

$$\text{perplexity}(D_{test}) = \exp \left\{ -\frac{\sum_{d=1}^{M} \log p(w_d)}{\sum_{d=1}^{M} N_d} \right\}. \quad (14)$$

5.3 Extrinsic evaluation
The second type of evaluation we conduct is an extrinsic evaluation. We first quantify the usefulness of the document representations learned by the SETM by the task of entity salience detection. For each document, we measure the similarity between the document and its set of salient entities, and that of its set of non-salient entities. We further measure the divergence between these two similarities to identify the capability of our model in capturing the topical differences.

5.3.1 Entity salience detection
To evaluate the learned topic distributions of entities, we test our model on the task of entity salience detection. The goal of entity salience detection is to iterate over each entity in a document and identify whether the entity is salient or not.

Our classification setup is as follows. First of all, we train an SETM model using the training set and the information about the salience of entities in that set. Then, for each training instance (an entity document pair), the topic distribution representations of the entity and the document are used as features to train a classifier. For each test entity document pair, we infer the topic distribution of the document and make predictions about whether the entity is salient or not in the document. Since entity saliency information is document specific, we have no prior information about the saliency of an entity in the test documents during classification.

We assume that if a model learns better entity and document representations, it should achieve higher classification performance. It is important to note that in this work we do not compare our proposed method with the current state-of-the-art entity saliency systems, such as SWAT (Ponza,
This is due to the fact that the focus of this work is to model text in a more faithful way, around topics and salient entities, and use the task of salient entity detection as a way to compare the learned topic distributions of our model with that of baseline topic models, rather than improving the state-of-the-art performance over entity salience detection (which is approximately around 0.56 F1 score for part of our dataset).

Following Dunietz and Gillick (2014), we use a set of standard binary classification metrics, that is, recall, precision and F1, to quantify the classification performance. Note that since the majority of entities are non-salient, our metrics are calculated only over the positive class, that is, salient entities. Statistical significance of the observed differences between the performance of two methods is tested using a two-tailed paired t-test and is denoted by a strong significance for \(\alpha = 0.01\), and \(\triangle\) for weak significance for \(\alpha = 0.05\). In our experiments, all models are tested for significance against the best performing baseline, CorrLDA2. In addition to evaluate the performance on all entities, we also analyze over head and tail entities as defined in Figure 2.

### 5.3.2 Document-entity similarity divergence analysis

To intuitively understand the performance, we analyze the topical similarity between salient entities and non-salient entities within individual documents.

The reason to perform an analysis on the basis of individual documents is that entity saliency is document specific. In other words, an entity could be salient in one document while not salient in another, which makes analyzing salient entities across document impossible. Ideally, we expect that the similarity between salient entities and documents is higher than that of non-salient entities and documents. By visualizing the divergence between these two similarities for each document, we can see how close we are to the ideal situation compared to baseline models.

Given a document \(d\), we denote with \(E_s\) the set of salient entities, and with \(E_{ns}\) the set of non-salient entities. We calculate the similarity between each salient entity \(s \in E_s\) and document \(d\), and obtain the average similarity \(\text{avg-sim}(E_s, d)\) across all salient entities and the document. We do the same for \(E_{ns}\) and obtain \(\text{avg-sim}(E_{ns}, d)\). The assumption is that the better a model is, the larger the difference between \(\text{avg-sim}(E_s, d)\) and \(\text{avg-sim}(E_{ns}, d)\). Then, we calculate the se-ne-divergence as \(\text{avg-sim}(E_s, d) - \text{avg-sim}(E_{ns}, d)\), and rank documents based on the divergence (which ranges from 1 to \(-1\)) in descending order. The higher the divergence value is, the better the model.

### 5.3.3 Entity topic analysis

Given an entity \(e\), we have a collection of documents \(D_s\) where \(e\) is salient in \(d \in D_s\) and another collection of documents \(D_n\) where \(e\) appears in \(d \in D_n\) and is not salient. We first compute the average topic distribution of documents in \(D_s\) and \(D_n\) respectively to find topics that are most relevant with \(e\). Then we present the top words under those relevant topics to see its relevance with the given entity. We choose entity *New York Jets*, a professional American football team located in New York, as an example. The size of \(D_s\) and \(D_n\) is 407 and 403, respectively.

### 5.4 Baselines and parameter settings

Table 2 lists the entity salience detection methods considered in our experiments. Since our goal is to evaluate the effectiveness of our topic model, we compare with existing topic models, such as LDA (Blei et al. 2003), LLDA (Erosheva et al. 2004), and CorrLDA2 (Newman et al. 2006). LDA is used as a simple baseline to showcase how a standard model without considering entities works in our setting.

Beyond the baselines mentioned, there is a growing body of work on topic models that involve entities (Jeong and Choi 2012). However, their focus is on sequential topic flows of entities and entity groups in a single document (Jeong and Choi 2012) or on dynamic topic hierarchies and...
Table 2. Methods and baselines used for comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LDA</td>
<td>Latent Dirichlet Allocation, which use latent topic distributions to represent documents</td>
<td>Blei et al. 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLDA</td>
<td>Link-LDA, similar with LDA, except that it considers words and entities in documents separately</td>
<td>Erosheva et al. 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CorrLDA2</td>
<td>Correlated topic model, which models the correlation between word topics and entity topics</td>
<td>Newman et al. 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SETM-WO</td>
<td>Our proposed model with only one observed variable, that is, words</td>
<td>This paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SETM-WE</td>
<td>Our proposed model with two observed variables, that is, words and entities</td>
<td>This paper</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Entity representation analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Similarity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LDA</td>
<td>0.6960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLDA</td>
<td>0.7240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CorrLDA2</td>
<td>0.1392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SETM-WO</td>
<td>0.7271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SETM-WE</td>
<td>0.7336</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

timeliness of news data (Hu et al. 2015). Our task and our focus are not on the dynamics of topics. Therefore, such methods are not included as baselines.

Finally, there is a work in the literature that explicitly focuses on entity salience detection, such as Dunietz and Gillick (2014). This work is not included in our comparison since they target developing discriminative models with a specific focus on entity salience detection. Our goal is different, that is, to evaluate topic distributions learned by topic models. A comparison with such algorithms is beyond the scope of this work.

Following the standard practice (Kim et al. 2012), we set the hyperparameters of the baseline methods and our models to predefined values. In LDA, LLDA, CorrLDA2, and our models, we set both $\alpha$ and $\beta$ as 0.1. The number of iterations of Gibbs Sampling is set to 1,000 for all topic models. For perplexity analysis, we set the number of topics to 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50, 80, and 100. For model analysis and extrinsic evaluation, we use the corresponding model trained with the number of topics set to 100.

6. Results

6.1 Intrinsic evaluation

6.1.1 Entity-to-entity similarity

The results on the entity representation analysis are presented in Table 3. The average similarity of LLDA is higher than LDA, indicating that by distinguishing words from entities as observed variables we obtain better entity representations. This is also demonstrated by the comparison between SETM-WO and SETM-WE. Further, we can observe that SETM-WO outperforms LDA and that SETM-WE outperforms LLDA. This demonstrates that incorporating entity salience information into the topic models can be helpful in learning good entity representations, regardless of the setting of observed variables in topic models. Here the entity representation learned by
Table 4. Document representation analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Similarity SD</th>
<th>Similarity NSD</th>
<th>Ratio of difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LDA</td>
<td>0.6585</td>
<td>0.4943</td>
<td>1.3322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLDA</td>
<td>0.6906</td>
<td>0.5405</td>
<td>1.2778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CorrLDA2</td>
<td>0.9293</td>
<td>0.9301</td>
<td>0.9991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SETM-WO</td>
<td>0.6722</td>
<td>0.5141</td>
<td>1.3075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SETM-WE</td>
<td>0.6641</td>
<td>0.4916</td>
<td>1.3509</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CorrLDA2 is not performing well. The reason might be that the entity topics are forced to align with word topics in documents, which makes entity representations meaningless.

6.1.2 Document-to-document similarity
The results on the document representation analysis are presented in Table 4. We expect the documents in $D^s_e$ to be topically coherent, while documents in $D^{ns}_e$ not. Therefore, the higher the value of Similarity SD the better, while the lower the value of Similarity NSD the better. To combine these two metrics, we calculate the ratio between them, and the higher the ratio the better. As we can see in the results, the ratio achieved by SETM-WE is the highest, which means that by considering entity salience information, our learned document representations can actually capture the similarity between similar documents better, and make dissimilar documents more distinguishable.

6.1.3 Entity topic analysis
We first present the average topic distribution between $D_s$ and $D_n$ in Figure 3. As we can see, topic 31 stands out in the blue line, indicating the relevance between entity New York Jets and the collection of documents where it is salient. Similarly, topic 38 is the most relevant topic in the red line. Note that the probability of topic 31 is close to 0.6 and much higher than that of topic 38, which indicates higher coherence within the salient documents of New York Jets.
We present the top 10 words under topic 31 and 38 in Table 5. It is obvious that both topics are closely related to sports and American football. The difference is that topic 38 is a more general topic about National Football League (NFL), where words such as “super,” “bowl,” and “season” appear frequently. On the other hand, topic 31 is more relevant to entity New York Jets. “Jets” is one word in the name of the team, while “edwards” is the surname of a professional player of the team. By analyzing on the basis of individual entity, we find that it is possible to explain the learned topics. Therefore, we consider it helpful to take entity salience into account in topic modeling whenever possible.

### Table 5. Top 10 words under topic 31 and topic 38 in a SETM model trained on the NYT-Sal dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic 31</th>
<th>Topic 38</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jets</td>
<td>Giants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Football</td>
<td>Football</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team Game</td>
<td>Game</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edwards Season</td>
<td>Season</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stadium Bowl</td>
<td>Bowl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Club Coach</td>
<td>Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diamond Team</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South nfl</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Super</td>
<td>Players</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.1.4 Perplexity

Figure 4 shows the perplexity values of our models and the baselines under different number of topics. Since the baseline models do not have entity salience information in their models, they cannot take advantage of salience labels. As we can see in Figure 4(a), our models and Link-LDA outperform LDA and CorrLDA2. For Link-LDA, the reason is that it distinguishes entities from words when learning topic distributions in documents. For the case of our models, it is better because the entity salience information is incorporated into the generative process of documents. Link-LDA performs slightly better than our models. This might be because during inference we assume no entity salience information, which has a negative impact on the inferred topic distributions of documents.

To study the perplexity of different observed variables, we present the perplexity of words, salient entities, and non-salient entities in Figure 4(b), (c), and (d), respectively. For LDA, the perplexity is lower for words, while much higher for salient or non-salient entities. This is not surprising since the number of words is larger than the number of entities in documents, and LDA is biased to be better at generating words than entities. For LLDA, CorrLDA2, and SETM-WE, the perplexity of entities is obviously lower than that of words, demonstrating the effective of distinguishing entities from words. Both of our model variants are better than the baseline models, showing that our model incorporates entity salience information into a topic model in an effective manner.

---

[https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lac_Edwards]
Table 6. Performance of entity salience detection methods on the NYT-Sal dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th></th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All entities</td>
<td>Seen entities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDA</td>
<td>0.1362 ▲</td>
<td>0.8875 ▲</td>
<td>0.2361 ▲</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1372 ▲</td>
<td>0.8334 ▲</td>
<td>0.2348 ▲</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLDA</td>
<td>0.1606 ▲</td>
<td>0.5896 ▲</td>
<td>0.2493 ▲</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1718 ▲</td>
<td>0.4673 ▲</td>
<td>0.2509 ▲</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CorrLDA2</td>
<td>0.1544 ▲</td>
<td>0.6664 ▲</td>
<td>0.2507 ▲</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1551 ▲</td>
<td>0.6659 ▲</td>
<td>0.2516 ▲</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SETM-WO</td>
<td>0.1700 ▲</td>
<td>0.5184 ▲</td>
<td>0.2560 ▲</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1717 ▲</td>
<td>0.5256 ▲</td>
<td>0.2589 ▲</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SETM-WE</td>
<td>0.1718 ▲</td>
<td>0.5038 ▲</td>
<td>0.2562 ▲</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1736 ▲</td>
<td>0.5046 ▲</td>
<td>0.2583 ▲</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Head entities</td>
<td>Tail entities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDA</td>
<td>0.1598 ▲</td>
<td>0.8860 ▲</td>
<td>0.2708 ▲</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1221 ▲</td>
<td>0.9067 ▲</td>
<td>0.2152 ▲</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLDA</td>
<td>0.1998 ▲</td>
<td>0.6273 ▲</td>
<td>0.3005 ▲</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1294 ▲</td>
<td>0.4680 ▲</td>
<td>0.1990 ▲</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CorrLDA2</td>
<td>0.1854 ▲</td>
<td>0.7484 ▲</td>
<td>0.2972 ▲</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1269 ▲</td>
<td>0.5787 ▲</td>
<td>0.2081 ▲</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SETM-WO</td>
<td>0.2348 ▲</td>
<td>0.5123 ▲</td>
<td>0.3220 ▲</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1340 ▲</td>
<td>0.5261 ▲</td>
<td>0.2136 ▲</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SETM-WE</td>
<td>0.2372 ▲</td>
<td>0.4878 ▲</td>
<td>0.3192 ▲</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1347 ▲</td>
<td>0.4967 ▲</td>
<td>0.2120 ▲</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Head entities Tail entities

Figure 4. Perplexity of per document, salient entities, non-salient entities, and words.

6.2 Extrinsic evaluation: Entity salience detection

The overall results on the entity salience detection tasks are shown in Table 6. As we can see, the performance of our models on all entities is better than other methods in terms of F1. It demonstrates the effectiveness of our model by learning better topic distributions for entities and documents. Our model has the highest precision, but lower recall, which means that our model makes fewer positive predictions. This makes sense, since the dataset is biased to negative
instances. Note that we are not comparing our work with the work in Dunietz and Gillick (2014) because their goal is to optimize for the task of entity salience detection, while our goal is to compare the entity and document representations.

Results on seen, head and tail entities are also shown in Table 6. As we expect, the overall performance on seen entities is better for all models. Compared to baseline models, the recall of our models is higher while sharing similar precision. The precision of head entities is significantly better than baseline models. The reason is that we have more training examples on positive and negative examples on entity salience for head entities. This demonstrates that with more training examples, our model learns the salience of entities better by showing better capability at predicting entity salience. For tail entities, the performance of all models are similar. This is because little information is available for tail entities, and the strength of our models cannot be leveraged by tail entities.

The result of topical similarity analysis within individual documents is shown in Figure 5. Ideally, we expect that all lines are above zero and as close to $y = 1$ as possible, indicating that for each document, the average similarity between salient entities in the document and the document is higher than that of non-salient entities. We can observe that the lines of our models: (1) are higher than baseline models, especially in the beginning; (2) cross the $y = 0$ line later than baseline models. This demonstrates that our models are more capable in distinguishing salient entities from non-salient entities. As we can see, CorrLDA2 shows relatively consistent behavior across documents. Together with the results of LLDA, they demonstrate that modeling entities in topic models might not help learning the salience of entities.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed to incorporate entity salience information into topic models. A novel Salient Entity Topic Model (SETM) is proposed, which can explicitly model the generation of documents with salient entities under consideration. A Gibbs sampling-based algorithm is proposed for the parameter estimation of the model. We compare our model with several state-of-the-art baselines in terms of the generative capability. The evaluation shows that our model is better than the baselines, which demonstrates the effectiveness of incorporating entity salience information into document generative process. We also evaluate the learned document representations and entity representations by the task of entity salience detection. The results show that the representations of document and entities using our model can better distinguish salient entities out of non-salient entities compared to baseline representations.

Our model can be used for topic analysis with the increasingly available entity salience information, extracted from either web log (Gamon et al. 2013) or news corpus (Dunietz and Gillick, 2014).
As a potential application, by performing clustering on documents where a particular entity is salient, we might find different aspects of the entity by detecting the difference in learned topic distributions of documents.

One of the limitations of our model lies in the fact that training our model requires large scale and high quality labels of entity salience. However, this can be approximated by automatically mining salience information from existing data, such as the soft labeling approach in (Gamon et al. 2013), which we leave as future work.
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